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INTRODUCION

August 8, 1990: Reporting from Manila, aBangkokPosf journalist writes: "The Gulf crisis threatens to
land a triple punch on the Philippine economy by raising oil prices, slashing worker remittances and
increasing unemployment as thousands of Filipinos reiurn from the Middle East without
jobs. ' . Contract workers in the Middle East havi been the lifeblood of the Philippine economy,
P9TP]"8 in about $1.3 billion yearly for the last three years. Repatriation of Filipinos in case of a
full-blown war would mean a drastic increase 1n the iounty i2.6 percent ,r,"*ptoy*ent rate.,,
According to the same reporter, there are 350,0fi) Filipinos in Saudi Ara6ia,90,000 in (uwait, g0,000 in
the United Arab Emirates,4,000 in |ordan and 3,000 in Iraq.

-. 
A. forced mass repatriation would have a devastating impact on the economy and society of the

lnifgpjl-es,_nroportional not only to the large number of fidpino contract workers no* empioyed in
the Middle East but also to their socioeconomic contribution t-o the development efforts of thiir native
coytyt{lthougi am-ong scholars and policy-makers there is no general ionr"r,rus about the magni-
tude and the quality of the effects of internationalmigration on theiending countries,itis awidespriad
belief that large-scale migrations from developing countries benefit their"economies to the extent that
migratory flows constitute an investnen! that is, a form of labor export that reduces domestic unem-
ployment, generates an inflow of foreign exchange in the form of worker remittances and returnee
savings, and stimulates the workers going abroad [o exploit the opportunity to acquire new skills that,
when employed upon their return, will promote development

Empirical investigations about the potential economic inputs of international migrants, however,
suggest that these contributions in reality are rather elusive and hypothetical (Finkl"e and Mclntosh,
1982:1%-139; Piore, 1979; Smart, Teodosio and Jimenez ,7986:L74-1'E; Stahl, 198b:87-91). First, there is
little. evidence of migrant remittances being utilized for income generating activities and of foreign
earnings- spent "on locally produced goods and senrices in a way that wouid enable the governmen!
9l.th. Pry{e capital market, to siphon off the foreign exchange and allocate it to developmint projects,,
(Piore, 1979:116).

Second, outnigrants often are selected either from groups of already employed labor force members
attracted by the international wage differentials and frustrited by the stagnatitn of the local economy,
or among unemployed skilled workers whose professional activities ionstitute one of the major
prerequisites for developmen] to take place. That ouhnigration serues as a "safe$r valve,, relieving the
Pressure of a growing unemployed or underemployed labor force remains a.ont o.r"rsial issue.

Third, since thereceiving countries tend to allocateimmigrantmanpowerin those sectors of the labor
market wherethe jobs available are unskilled,low paying, iejected by the native population, and offer
litfle chance of upward mobility, it is not surprising that r-turn migrants very often fAt to provide those
industrial and entrepreneurial skills that typicallystimulate deveiopment

. . 
This papel attgmpts to assess the effectiviness and direction of tire socioeconomic consequences of

labor migration from the Philippines to the Middle East and the United States. The analysis is based
primarily on the role played by the three critical variables just mentioned: the impact of migration on
unemployment rates; the effect of remittances; and, especially, the pattern of skill foriation. In
migration literature these are the traditional indicators of tne degree'and type of repercussions of
migration on economic development of the sending countries.

Migration and developmen! however, do not represent the two poles of a one-way relationship in
yhi.h development is simply viewed as the dependent variable, but rather they interact and each is
both cause and effect 

-of $:-9ft:". Emigration as an outcome of the internal sociodemographic and
economic situation of the Philippines-is analyzed in the first part of the paper. The selectioriot'fifpir,ot
in the Middle East and in the United States as the unit of analysis is moiivated by two basic reaions:
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first, these two regions represent the place of residence of the majority of Filipino migrants; second,
they connote two specific and different types of Filipino migration-the temporary and more recent
(Middle East) and the permanent and settled one (United States).

MAGNITUDE AND CHARACTER/STICS OF PHILIPPINE MIGRATION

Stoclcs, Flows and Geographiul Distribution of Filipino Migrants

The Institute of Labor and Manpower Studies (ILMS)-the research ann of the Philippine Minisby of
Labor and Employment (MOLE)-in 1981 undertook a suruey of 8fi) overseas workers and found that
among them there were seamen working on ships flF.g Liberian and Panamanian flags of regisby,
school teachers in Nigeria, nurses in the United States and Canada, lumbermen in Indonesia, hotel
workers in England, entertainers in Japan and domestic servants in Hong Kong and Italy (Smart,
Teodosio and |imenez, 1985:103).

Even though Filipino migrants are present in 117 countries (International Labour Organization 1988:
1), the vast majority are concentrated in North America and the Middle East. The ongoing story of
Filipino migration to America started in the mid-sixteenth century when some Filipinos setwed as
seilmen in the Spanish galleons trading from Manila to Acapulco, San Francisco, San Diego and later to
New Orleans.In1763, a group of "Manilamen" jumped a galleon anchored in New Orleans and became
the first confirmed Filipino immigrants to the United States. They settled in Louisiana, intermaried
with the Spanish and French immigrants, and by the 1900s there were over 2,000 people of Filipino
ancesbryr in the New Orleans area alone. The first Filipinos officially admitted to the United States were
pensionados; that is, sfudents who came to study under pensions or small govemment scholarships,
according to a program authorized in L903.

The first sizeable wave of Filipino immigrants, however, occurred in Hawaii from 1905 to 1934. They
were employed assaludas, ("contract workers" in Tagalog) on the sugar and pineapple plantations and
industries of "The Big Five" American companies controlling the market. The second wave started with
the passage of the ImmigrationAct of l9Tl,whichestablished a quota systemformost sending countries
and completely excluded the majority of Orientals, but did not apply to Filipinos because they were
"nationals"; that is, since the Philippines was an American territory legally they could not be subjected
to the constraints of immigration laws. Most of the Filipino immigrants settled in California, Washing-
ton and Alaska.

The migration experience of Filipinos to the United States is a typical example of the movement of
people from a colony to the colonizing counby, during and after the era of colonization. As members
of the United States territory, Filipinos could migrate freely, but "as soon as the Philippines was set on
the road of independence in 1935 (as a commonwealth), immigration of Filipinos was immediately
restricted and subjected to the national quotas of origin from non-European countries, in spite of the
fact that from 1935 to 1946 the Philippines had theoretically the same status as Puerto Rico has todat''
(Pido, 1986:34). From 1935 to l95S-especially fuom7945, the year of Philippine independence-the
entry of Filipinos to the United States was largely barred.

The greatest wave of Filipino immigration to the United States began in 1955, when President
Lyndon B. ]ohnson signed the Public Law 89-?36, which shifted U.S. immigration policy from a quota
system to a preference system. In the first decade following the passage of the 1955 Immigration Act
more than 250,000 Filipinos migrated to the United States.

According to U.S. census data, there were 336,37'1. Filipinos in the United States in 1970 (U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Census of Population:1970; SubjectReports PC(2)-1E.7%3:720). This numbermore than
doubled to774,652by 1980 (this figure includes Americans with Filipino ancestry). The bulk (64.7%) of
the Filipinos in the United States in 1980 were first generation immigrants (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Census of Population: 1980, PC80-1-81, 1983:1-50).

Themajority (92.7%)of theFilipino-born populationresidingin theUnited Stateslivesin a"standard
Metropolitan Statisticd Area" (SMSA). About half of the Filipino immigrants live in California (47.7%).
Hawaii, ilinois, New York, New )ersey, and Washington are the other states with the highest concen-
hations of Filipino-born population (10.4% together) (Table 1).

The well-known facts that migration is the most complex demographic variable and that data on
intemational migration are typically scarce and inadequate for measurement purposes do not spare the
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Process of monitoring and ascertainingjhg exact number of Filipino migrants. Difficulties of measure-ment are even greater in regard to the Filipino labor migration to ttre lkiaate East and arise from the"recency of the flows, the short-term and iirculatory ,lir." of the flows, the lack of information onreturn flows, and the volatility of the migration streims" (Arnold and Shah, 79g6:6;Demery 19g6).
Estimates of thetotalnumberof oversJasFilipinos varywidely. AccordingtoAb;[a(1929:1) the totalnumber in 7979 was 1.3 million, while the office of Emigrant affui.r (oEAi(19g0'zfrt o*, 1.5 millionfor the s9r-1e year, or 1-fcfly 1,674,727 with a breakdo#n of 4A3g in Africa, 77,679 in Asia, s0,741 in

!yo!", 145,183 in the Middle East,27,069 in oceania and 3,0&t in other countries (Arcinas, 1gg6:260).

Il-"^!!i!ffine overseas Employment Administration office (POEA) estimated thai there were about
?T,-W lilipino workers in the Middle East from7975 to mid-tggo, while another estimate (Arcinas,
7986:260) places the 1981 stock figure at 205,000 in saudi Arabia alone.

.- lyt'll" datl plove that since 1976 the Middle East has become the largest recruiter of Filipino labor(Table 2, Figure I). PoEA's figges show that inlgTsAsia had the largesi sh,,e (38.77,)of land-based
contract workers, followed by Europe (25%), the America s (18%) and tf,e Mid dle East' (i2%). However,
by.7976 the Gulf region had already become tleprilcipal -*t"t of newly hired and rehired Filipinomigrant workers, accountin gfor 40.6 percent of the land-based work place'ment. The numbers increasedrastically in 1981 (87%). Thi majority of workers bound for the Midhle East congrltrt"a or,ry in one

TABLE 1
Fu-rprNo-BonN Poputanou rN rHE UNrrsn Sterss av selecreo srares, 19g0

Number

Total Immigrants
SMSA

Califomia
Hawaii
Illinois
New York
New Jersey
Washington

507,M0

uil,12A,

87,773
58"510

4,29
2,021
78,n7
14388

100.0

(e2.6)

47.4

77.7

6.8

5.5

3.6

7.7

Source: United States 8"."1Y 
".f S" Cenzu+ Cansas of Population, uao, ForriglrBonpoputationin thelJnited Stata-,country/Region-Philippines (washington, D.c.: U.s. Govemmentprinting ofiice, 1985).

TABLE 2
Pnocessuo LaNp-aaseo CoNrnacr WoRKERs nv MaJon WoRLD GRoup

197s-19U

Africa

Asia

Europe

Middle East

Oceania

The Americas

Trust Territories

Total

Africa

Asia

Europe

Middle East

Oceania

The Americas

Trust Territories

Total

A2
4,277

3,760

7,552

5s1

z?x
393

72507

473

s,399

2,n2
7,873

7?3

2768
333

L9,227

575

5,2X)

2482
?5,727

739

22ffi
2n3

36,676

L30s
9,994

1,?58

y,Mt
80

7,37t

s02

50,961

2,746

43,385

3,721

}tt,s17
7,07
5,ns
3,%1

377,065

7,lU 1,677 z7M 1,098 2,35?

37,011 40,814

1,,465 4878
217,N3 327A74

683 4072
3,707 5,&6
1,748 3,086

2j,0,115 3f,0,?53

1Z6M 77,708 n322
1,7?5

73,210 13ZW 783,582

3,5y 4t01
lA85 7,438

92,519 157,394 270,9%

3,7M

u2

274

37.7

?5.3

72{
4.4

18.3

3.7

100.0

aL7
15.t

40.6

0.7

17.3

7.7

100.0

14.4

5.8

70.1

0.4

6.2

0.7

100.0

79.6

2.5

67.6

0.2

6.6

1.0

I00.0

t.2

7?.6

0.7

79.1

0.3

4.0

0.9

100.0

0.9

100.0

0.7

100.0

0.4

72.4

0.6

u.4
0.3

7.5

0.5

100.0

0.6

70.7

0.8

85.1

0.5

1.5

0.8

100.0

0.6

77.7

1.0

84.0

0.3

t.6

0.9

100.0

1.0

11.3

0.5 0.5

83.9 87.0

0.1 0.1

22 1.0

1.0

9.6

Source:International[abourOrganization,PoE,A.Manuato|Migrationstor,,ra,
MS/85/009, 1988).
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country, Saudi Arabia. In 1984, of the 311,517 Filipinos destined to the Middle East, 2.2 percent were
bound for Saudi Arabia and only 5.3 percent for UAE,5 percent for Kuwai! 3.6 percent for Iraq, and 9
Percent for fourteen other Middle East countries (International Labour Organization 1988:39).

FIGURE I
LeNo-aAseo Fltlprxo Cor.rrnecr WoRKERs sy RectoN or MlcnanoN,

1975-1984
r 001

801

60r

,101

20a

oi
1975 197 7 1981 198 2

I ltrlca 7" aaia E europe f-_] Middte East
E Q6s56;5 [ITTlTl tne Americaa ffi Trust rerritories

!9:l:t Data compiled from, Intemational l^abour Organization, POEA. Manuat ol Migration Statistbs: Philippines. (New Delhi:
UNDP. ILO/ARTEP, RAS/85/009, 1988).

Note: Percentages refer to emigrant workers processed by the POEA.

Since there are no empirical data on permanently refurning migrants, "the annual rate of inflow is
estimated on the basis of assumptions about the even rate of return throughout a specific time period.
Assuming afive-year stay abroad, Abella estimates a 20 percent return flow per yeal'(Arcinas, tige:Zet;
data from Abella, 1979:55-55.).

Dernographic, Social and Economic Characteristics of the
Filipino-Born Population in the llnited Statesl

There were fi1,M0 Fitipino-born immigrants living in the United States in 1980, representing a racial
SrouP of rather recent immigration. Of them, 13.8 percent arrived before 1960,22.3 percentLetween
1950 and 1959 arrd 53.5 percent between 7970 and 1980. Females outrumber males (sei ratio: 86.4) and
the population of both sexes is highly concentrated in the productive age groups: 81.6 percent of the
total population is between 14 and 64years of age. Since the majority oJ Ur".hildren of tne Filipino
bol T: lik:ly to be born in the United States and thus are American citizens, the rather low dependency
ratio (23.5) increases to 34.3 for the total population with any type of Filipino ancesbry. Oi ttre totat
Filipino-born population 15 years of age and over, only 3.1 pei.ent of malei and 4.7 perient of females
were divorced or separated.

- In.18-80, 72.6 percent of the Filipinos 15 years of age and older was in the labor force; 95.6 percent of
the civilian labor force was fully employed (829% of the men and 95.7% ofwomen), and o? the total
employed Filipino immigrants, 80 percent y..ere "private wage and salary workers" V8.7% of the men
arrd 81,% of the women), 17 percent "government employees ," 2.9 peicent "self-empl oyed,, and 0.2
percent were unpaid family workers.
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. Trbl: 3 provides some educational characteristics of the Filipinos 20 years old and over and residing
in the United States in 1980. Filipinos arived in the United Stites with-exceptionally high educationJ
credentials-59'4 percent attended one or more years of college and 39.3 percint hav! at ieast four years
of college. Contrary to the general U.S. pattern of educational differential by gender, Filipino *o-".
tend to have more formal education than men. The total female Filipino popuiaEon in the United States
has a median of 14.4 years of schooling completed, versus 13.5 for m"n; aod 43.4 percent of the females
have completed four years or more of college, versus 34.4 percent of Filipino -rl"r.The hiSh educational background of Filipino immigrants appears even more outstanding when
compared with the educational characteristics of other U.S. ethnic/racial groups (Table 4). Filiplnos are
found to be second only to Asian Indians.

TABLE 3
Ssmcreo Eoucenoruer CFrARAcrERJsrrcs oF THE Frupwo-Bomr popur,e,uox

AcE 25 AND OLDER rN rse Uurrep Srnrss, 19g0

Female

Totals

Elementary school

1-4 years

5J years

High school
1-3 years

4 years

College

1-3 years

4 years or more

Median school years

7m%
417,474

7.0

10.1

7.9

15.5

8.2

9.7

7N%
186,322

8.4

17.2

7N%
?25,152

6.0

10.5

7.5

14.1

78.4

43.4

aaa

u.4
21.7

39.3

Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Cansus of Population, 7980: Foreign-Born papulation in the l)nited States,
CountrylRegion-Philippin* (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment printing Office, 19gS).

Note: a Refers to the total Filipino population in the United States in 1980. United States Bureau of the Census, Census o/
Population, L980. General Characterbtics oJ the Population, lI.S. Summary (V,Iashington, D.C.: U.S. Government printing
Office, 1983), p.157.

TABLE 4
serecreo Eoucenouar cHexecrsRrsrrcs or PeRsoNs AcE 25 AND OLDER FRoM

Surucrpo ErHrurc/Racrar Gnoups w rsr UNrreo SrATEs, 19g0 (PERcENTAGE)

Ethnic8acial
Groups

Completed
High School

Completed
4 Years of College

or More
Median School Years

Completed

United States

White

Black

Spanish Origin

American Indian

Chinese

Filipino

]apanese

Asian Indian

Korean

Vietnamese

Hawaiian

6.5
68.8

5L.2

&.0
55.8

71.?

74.2

18.5

80.1

76.1

62.0

58.4

76.2

17.t

8.4

7.6

7.7

35.8

?7.0

2i.4

57.9

?3.7

729

9.5

72,5

7L5

72,0

10.8

72.2

1?.4

14.t

7L9

16.t

13.0

72-4

724
Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Cansus of Poputation, 7980: General Clwracterbtics of the population. lI.S. Summary
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment Printing Office, lgBZ), p. lS7.
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Alarge number of Filipinos are employed in top level occupations. About 8 percent hold "executive,
administrative and managerial'' occupations and 20 percent hive ,,professionai specialty', occupations.
Notwithstanding, given theirhigh educational standards and theiiproficiencyto speakEnglisfr 1of tn"
Filipinos 5 years old and o1e1wh9 "speaklanguage other than English at horne,,, si.6% "sp"eakEnglish
very well" and33.4%'tpeak English well"), it seems legitimate to zuspect that many of thoie emplJyed
i} lory:t olcupational categories (21% are in the "idministrative support occupations, inciuding
clerical" and,76.2% in "selvices',) are underemployed or overeducated foitheir loUs 1piao, 79g6:?A).

Families headed by a Filipino-born immigrant in 7979 hada median annual inio me' of.g?tl A77 , amearr
{amily income of. $?3,302, and a per capita income of $6,779.In economic terms, Filipino families are
befter off than the average American family and than all other ethnidracial groups, except Japanese and
Asian Indians, (Table 5).

TABLE 5
MeolAN ANo MEAN ANNuet Feunv IucouEs or Serscreo ErHurq/RecrAr Gnoups ru rse UNrren STATES, 1929

United States

White

Black

Spanish Origin

American Indian

Chinese

Filipino
Filipino Born

]apanese

Asian Indian

Korcan

Vietnamese

Hawaiian

$19,917

n,$5
72s98

74,712

7?,578

22,559

8,687

%A17

27,3il

21,93?

?i,459

72,U0

t9,796

$23,W2

v1,766

75,6U

77,2l.3

15499

26,6N

n,794
u1,302

30,57

29,59t

?t1,670

15,5y

21A95

Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Cmsus of Population, L980: Ganeral Clwractristics of the population,lJ.S. Summary
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment Printing Office, 1983).

Filipino Labor Migrants in the Middle EasP

While in the P_hilippines workers in the 20-34-year age group constitute only 25 percent of the labor
force, close to 50 percent of the Filipinos working in the Gulf rigion are in this age iategory. According
to the various surveys, their mean age is 33 or 35. Given the high demand for men in tle construction
sector,-about 75 percent of workers are male. Several factors hinder family migration to the Middle East.
In addition to the factthat mostworkers arenot allowedbythehost countries to bringtheir dependents
with them, the high costs of housing, the lack of suitable educational facilities, the dlsire on the part of
the workers to save as much of their earnings as possible, and the temporary nature of these migiations
are major deterrents of family migration (Arnold and Shah, 1986:6).

The educational attainments of contractworkers are far above the Filipino norm. The national census
statistics show that about20 percent of employedworkers in thePhilippines had completedhigh school
and 12.5 percent had some college education. In conhast, about 80 peiient of workers who we"re placed
overseas between 7975 and 1W by the Bureau of Employment Services were high school graduates
and about 20 percent had been to college. The 1981 survey conducted by the Inititute of Labor and
M3nf9w_er gives different-figures: 40 percent of the overseis land-based workers had completed high
sc!99! a! percent obtained a college degree and 12 percent had even reached the graduate school levil.

While in the Philippines, between 1975 and mid-1980, professional and techniil workers accounted
for less than 8 percent of the total labor force, about 20 percent of overseas contract workens were drawn
from the professionaVtechnical categories. Contrary to government expectation, but in accordance with
the mechanics and changrng needs of the intemational labor market (e.g., the construction boom in
SaudiArabia, Kuwait UAE,Iran, and Bahra;n), since 1975, the proportion-of orre"seas professionals has
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started to decline ana u9 s-ulstituted by a sustained inoease of production-process workers and
laborers. Professionals and high-skilled workers averaged over 13 perient in 1975, but less than 6 percent
11 

ft" early 1980s. The proportion of production worlers and laborers, instead, shifted from less than
10 percent to almost 60 percent during the same time period.

This.trend supports the thesis that iabor migration patterns in general, and migration selectivities in
particular, are determine! by the demand-sidJforces rather than 5y the supply-siie pressures. The fact
th-at Filipinos in the Middle East are predominantly males and are employed as produ'ction workers and
laborers is not an outcome of migration selectivitiei occurring in the county of origin: in the philippines
the sex ratio and educational structure did not change so mluch in the lasl trazo d-ecades. The profile of
labor migration flows is established by the labor-importing nations. "The importing countriis decide
h91v mgf migrants should be allowed to come, from what iountries, for whaijobs, a"t what wages, and
with what rights and benefits" (weiner, 19g2, quoted in Abella, 19g9b:3).

"The employment status of migrant workeis is difficult to ascertain. However, it is reasonable to
assume that a-large portion of migrantworkerswere previously employed, because foreign-recruitment
!eam: carefully monitor the applicanfls work history and prefir to iapthose with experi'ence,, (Arcinas,
79t36:2ffi). Moreover, empirical findilst-t"qt* thii assumption andiuggest that less than 5 percent of
migrant workers were unemployed in the Philippines at any time befor"e"they left their native counbry
(see surweys quoted in Arcinas, 1986:268).

THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENTALPATTERNAND PACE ONMIGRATION

In attempting to formulate a theoretical framework for migration, Lee (1969:285) summarized the factors
which enter into the decision to migrate and the proces of migration under four categories: 1) factors
associated with the area of origrnl 2) factors associated with-the area of destination] 3) intervening
obstacles; 

.and 1) personal factors. While "personal factors" are extremely idiosyncratic and difficult t6
measure, the other three categories determining the act of migration, as well as the volume and direction
of international movements, represent a combination of hist6rical forces to a certain extent identifiable.
This section sketches the interplay of some major social, economic, political and demographic determi-
nants of the Filipino ouhnigration.

The significantflows of internatiorralmigration experiencedbythe Philippines arehistoricallylinked
lo 

,lt:*4-Population adjustments. Becausi of unevin population distribution in some rural ieas (e.g.,
in Cebu Island there were more than 5 persons per ugric,ltt ral hectare, while in the Cagayan VaffEy
there were less than 1.5 persons per hectare), at the beginning of the twentieth century *rE nnitppinel
experienced a considerable long-distance internal migration1f residents of ovelpopulated rural areas
who moved to regions with lower population densities (Fauriol, 1979:23). 

L L

In more recent times, the pattern oflong-distance intertegional migration faded or transformed into
rural-to-urban migratory counterstreams and simultaneouls suburban movements from the core of
metropolitan Manila to contiguous areas economically linked with the metropolitan center (perez,
1977:70). High rates of urbanization (i.e., transformation of rural population into urban resid"rr.e
population) were then followed by high rates of urban growth (i.i., the absolute increase of urban
population over time). Internal migration had a strong impact on the pattern of development of the
Philippine economy, modes of production and social st"uct re. "There are at least trvo wiys by which
the course of the counby's growth and development is affected by the volume and direition of
migratory movements' These two processes (stemming partly from the spatial mobility!-the suppura-
tion of the frontier settlement and the accentuated tenqpo oi urbanization-are a vehicle of economic
transformation. While the former ends the era of agriculturally based 'pioneer settlemen!, the latter
begins the era of an industrially based,urban trel(,,@erez, l9T7 :7g).

Since rural-to-urban migration has been highly selective and the major urban centers have attracted
individuals, mostlywome-n, with higher educational-andoccupationai levels than those remaining in
rural ateas, with many individuals originating from familier of th" rural landed and commercial elites
(Fauriol, 1979:?5-?$), and since the Philippine economy did not "take off," it seems reasonable to argue
thatthephenomenon of urbanization generated and, overtime, fueled anurbanmiddle-classbottleneck
constifuted by trained and literate but frustrated manpower which soon became the privileged candi-
dates for international migration. This argument findJ empirical support by the evidence that the vast
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maiority of the Filipino international migrants do come from urban areas @eme ry,1986:32) and. have a
better socioeconomic background than the origin population.

The rural-to-urban migration of a qualified and educated workforce initially stimulates economic
development. Yet, since education and development increase expectations, whln economic improve-
ments in the sending counhy:re accompanied by a stagnation of the social structure and of the basic
socioeconomic instihrtions, emigration becomes the "rational choice" for dissatisfied people who aim
for higher incomes and better standards of living. Labor migration, as a form of exporting large excess
supplies of educated labor force members, becomes a means of "exporting discontenf (eUeffa, 1989b:
2).

Viewed from a different point of view, Filipino migration partially may be considered also as a
product of the domestic attempts to keep pace with the societal and s-tructural transformation of the
developed world.

In the Process of economic development, nations are transformed
from rural, agrarian societies of small-scale institutions, stable social
structures and limited markets into urbanized, industrial societies
dominated by large bureaucratic institutions, fluid social organiza-
tions and strong integrated markets. This process of transformition is
inherentlyrevolutionary and highly disruptive, and many people are
displaced from traditional livelihoods and past ways of life.-These
displaced people constitute the source for the massive population
movements .

Economic development necessarily destroys this table (socially
learned behaviors, norrns, . . .) of integrated social and economic
systems; its destruction creates a pool of people with weakened ties
to the land, the community and past ways of life. The mechanics of
destruction involve three mutually reinforcing processes: the substi-
tution of capital for labor, the privatization and consolidation of
landholding and the creation of markets. Since these processes are
incompatible with the traditional organization of peisant society,
they generally originate in elites outside the peasanty itself (e.g.,
landed aristocrats, political leaders, capitalists, foreign companies,
international agencies). The pool of socially and economicalty dis-
placed peasants created by these processes, however, provides the
source for both internal and international migrants (Massey, 1989:3,
11).

Rapid population growth may be counted as another push factor of Filipino migration. In the last
two decades-which represent the period of the massive international migration-the population of
the Philippines almost doubled (Figure II).

High population density does not necessarily translate into demographic sulpluses. Yet, when
population growth is not paralleled by economic growth, the domestiJpr-oauction process becomes
unable to endogenously absorb the large cohorts of people entering the labor force andl therefore, rapid
gopulation increases Senerate a vast reserye army destined to sat'rsfy the demand of the internatiohal
labor market.

Related to these two "push factors"-that is, the rise of an urban middle-class bottleneck originating
fr9T tr: pattern of internal migration processes and the growth of an underemployed pool of workeri
originating from a rapid population growth not accompanied by labor-creating ci*g"r in th" domestic
production structure-the failure to implement a co.nsistent rural development t*"a on a radical land
reform is the third structural force leading to internal migration in the short run and to international
migration in the long run.

The acclaimed economic progress supposedly deriving from the "Green Revolution" which began
in the 1950s turned out to be a painful mir;ge. Primarily based on the introduction of High-Resp"on-
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FIGURE II
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sive-Varieties of seeds (HRV's), on the use of large quantities of pesticides and fertilizers, on the
improvement of the irrigation system, and on the extension of agricultural mechanization, the Green
Revolution was designed as a means of coping with the problem o] rising povertSr related to population
increases by increasing the per capita agricultural output.

Even though it has somehow succeeded in increasing the general agricultural production, for the
rural masses the Green Revolution in reality engendered further underdJvelopment or poverty because
it did not address the point that development crises primarily are distributive crises. The undemocratic
control over the productive resources, the tendency not to reinvest in agriculture the wealth produced
in agriculturg the distorted allocation and utilization of the means originaly assigned toboost thebasic
well-being of the total population, and the utilization of food-producing resour."r according to the
narow+eeking criteria which ultimately deteriorate the global ecosystem are all causes that consider-
ably dwarfed the positive effects expected from the Green Revolution.

The means used to increase production have been sources of socioeconomic inequality. The HRV
seeds were accessible only to large farmers. "The first seeds produced by the Rockefetier-founded
International Rice Research Institute were distributed only to landholders owning 25 acres of rice paddy
or more. No seeds were sold directly to sharecroppers or tenants" (Lapp6 ,r,d Collins ,1g79].r8).ln
addition, these seeds_have been employed primarily in irrigated areaq and this fact implemented

legronal inequality. Natural epidemics (e.g., Tungro rice virui, in L970-72) often damaged the Green
Revolution fields which tend to be more vulnerable to attack than fields planted in triditional ways
with locally evolved seeds. (Lappe and Collins, 1929:756).

Also, the correlated intensification of mechanization did not contribute to the growth of real
development- Besides the important fact that it disrupts traditionally adapted systeris, agricultural
mechanization has been accessible only to large landowners who had tn" 

"apital 
nicessary t6 purchase

the machineries. Moreover, rather than being a land-augmenting technical ihange (in fact, it has been
found that agricultural outputs do notincrease significantlywhen machineries ar:e employed), agricul-
tural mechanization has represented a capital-intensive method of productior. *d a-labor-iaving
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strategy which, in a labor-abundant economy such as that of the Philippines, have resulted in a
chronically slow rate of job creation and a worsening of unemployment and underemployment,
especially among the landless labor classes.

Theuse of labor-savingtechnologyin othersectors of the Philippineproduction structurehadsimilar
effects. For example, manufacturing's share of the national product rose from 16 percent in 1957 to ?.0

Percent a decade and a half later; bu! at the same time, the proportion of the labor force engaged in
manufacturing fell from 13 percent to less than 10 percent (LLO,7979:12).

Philippine rural development has been hampered not only by the failure built into the Green
Revolution design and by the ineffectiveness of its assumption that benefits from increased production
would "trickle down" to the total rural population, but also by the lack of radical distributive land
reforms. The Philippine social system has given preferential access to land, agricultural inputs and
government Programs to a few large landholders involved mainly in export-oriented production and,
consequently, supported the progressive transformation of small farmers and tenants into a landless
labor force. With the excuse that dividing up large, cash-crop-producing estates would endanger the
counq/s trade and monetary position, Ure ntrnippine government has 

"*fl.rd"d 
l*ge landowneis from

land reform schemes. For example, "any land put to growing export crops, including over seven million
acres with such crops as sugar and coconut, was exempted from land reform legislation. Government
officialq who make such decisions are themselves, of course, often large landowners." A'sweeping' land
reform Program-sometimes presented in the media as the justification for the martial law suspension
of all hriman rights-exempted fully two thirds of the countr;/s agricultural land because it has been
put into production for the global Supermarkel' (Lapp€ and Collins , 1979:227,313). Meanwhile, the
plight of the landless has been ignored. "[In] over five years of land reform decree in the Philippines,
less than one percent of the cropped land has been redistributed-and then only to tenants who must
meet the payment of a 15-year mortgage" (Lapp6 and Collins, 1979:459).

The fourth factor associated with the stagnation of the Philippine developmental processes-which,
in furn, also is a push factor of migration-is the failure to develop a "modem" strucfure of production
and labor force distribution and the inability to establish a market-oriented policy and trade pattern
allowing the Philippines to participate significantly in the international markets. When compared to
South Korea and Taiwan-two prototypes of "newly industrializing countries" (NICs) which experi-
enced also the enforcement of an effective land reform-it is evident that over time the Philippines did
not adjust its economic system and production structure according to what appear to be some necessaly
requirements of "modem development "

The structural inertia of the Philippine economy is reflected in the ineffectiveness of its trade policy
(Figure III).

"The more trade-oriented countries have attained the highest rates of economic growth and have
also achieved the fastest rates of structural transformation from agriculture to industly and serices"
(fames, Seiji and Meier, 1989:10). The Philippines, instead, has undergone a different path: its world
trade fluctuated widely during the 1950s and the 1970s, and generally stagnated in the 1980s, declining
in nominal terms in almost eve{y year since 1981.

Whil6 the export ratio of the GDP increased from 14.3 percent in 1970 to36.4pe,rcent in 1985 for South
Kore4 rind from 29.7 percent in 7970 to 55.1 percent for Taiwan, during the same fifteen years the
Philippines export ratio remained almost unchanged at the value of about 20 percent of the GDP (19%
in 190 and20.8% in 1985). Similarly,inthesame timeperiod,theimportratioincreasedfrom Z.l percent
to 35.9 Percent for South Korea, and from 29.7 percentto M|1, percent for Taiwan, but only from 21.5
percent to ?i7.5 percent for the Philippines.

Comparisons of the patterns of change of the Philippine, Taiwanese and Korean structures of
production and labor force provide further evidence of the inhibition affecting the Philippine socio-
economic system (Table 6; Figures IV and V).

The agricultural sector has been important for all three countries. In 1960, agriculture output
accounted for 37 percent of the GDP in Kore4 29 percent in Taiwan and26 percent in the Philippines.
Nevertheless, by 1985 it had decreased significantly from Korea and Taiwan (constituting only 747o ot
the GDP in Korea and6% of the GDP in Taiwan), but it remained at the same level in the Philippines.
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FIGURE III
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TABLE 5
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FIGURE IV
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The origin of these differentials resides in the rapid and substantial industrial growth of Korea and
Taiwan and in the stagnation of the philippine industry.

. 
The structure of production determin"i also the distribution of the labor force. Within the dynamics

of the productioMabor relationships, two factors manifest the weakness of the philippine production
structure in comparison with the Korean and the Taiwanese. First, in the agriculturil'sector the labor
force/production ratio is consistentty higher than in the industrial and s"ervices sectors. Therefore,
because of its higher dependence on agriiulture, the Philippine economy is subjected to lower rates of
both per capita and total GDP. Second, figures suggest thai-very likelyiecause of structural determi-
nants, such as variation in- the lewel of prevalence of more proauctirre and profitable sectors-the
average industrial output of a worker in the Philippines is lower than that of a worker employed in the
Korean or Taiwanese industries. In 1985, the labor force/production ratio was 0.9 for Taiwan, 1.4 for
Korea and 1.9 for the Philippines.

-. Ft", $ough the pace, level and model of the Philippine domestic development create the precon-
ditions of emigration rates (push factors), the strongesf iauses of migration are rooted in the paie, level
and model of international development. Except foith" .ur" of refug-ees, Philippine migration is mostly
labor migration, and the international labor market is the most acf,ve agent^oi it, RoI*, and patterns
(pull factor).

It is the growth and expansion of capitalist modes of production in various parts of the world, and
the resulting imbalances in the supply of capital and labor, that are largely respinsible for the creation
of this new labor market (Gunatillike ,tst6:I 

_t). 
once again the contenti"onis thatrilipino migration-as

most of all other contemporary migrations-is demand-induced rather thun supply-inducedmigration.
It is from a gfobal system of marked income and resource disparities that migrat6n originaterTwh"r,
standards of living are equalized through development, the economic incentives for international
movementwill disappear and migration will end" (Massey, 1989:3). It is from the asymmetric character
of the world economic system and the specialized and dependent relationships of specific national
systems to it that employ-ment opportunities emerge (Smart, Teodosio and ]imeiez, 1Bte:tOZ1.

. Even though wage differentiali are an importanl variable in understanding population movements,
the pattern of job availability seems to be the critical factor determining tlie volume, direction and
overtime evolution of migration from underdeveloped to developed regions. This critical factor lies in
the-dweloped regions, in their evolution and in the forces emanating"from it The strategic agent in
initiating the migrant stream destined to fill those jobs that the native cannot or does not want to
perform is the active recruitrnent on the part of empioye.r or their agents from the developed regions
(Piore, 1979:77, Z). Migration selectivitiei, thus, ari .rot activated in"the country of emigration, but in
that of immigration.

ln thtl nersRective, the shifts of Filipinomigration interms of area of destination (from NorthAmerica
to the Middle East) and in terms of occupational characteristics of migrant workers (decline of top level
jobs and increases of production Process workers and laborers) and th"e timing of these shifts (mid -tgZO")
find a Plausible explanation. The rapid pace of economic development of thJ oil-dominated economies
of the Gulf states, coupled with their small demographic base ur,a tn.low participation rates of their
nationals in economic activities, led to an increased demand for foreign laUor. "The irrliddle East interest
in Filipino labor specifically and Asian labor generally has grown with reference to a number of
interrelated social, econ omic and political issues.-Among these ie the sensitivity of Arab administrators
to a preponderance of workers from a country, ure auitity of Filipinos to fiil a wide range of skill
requirements, the relatively low wages ,.9 hlg-h. productivity of iinpino workers, and th-e Filipino
willingness to endure culturally segregated and isolated -ork enoironments" (Smart, Teodosio and
]imenez, 1986:102).

A new structural feature of the international labor marketthat greatly pattems the recent migratory
flows from the Philippines is the spreading of organized labor"mig"itio" and the proliferation of
contract recruihnent agencies. It is the omnipresent intermediation olrecruitrnent agencies that feeds
the growing "commercialization of migration" from the Philippines and other South Isian countries to
the Middle East (Abella, 7989b:6). While in the early l970si" tt 

" 
Philippines recruiters for overseas

employment were virtually unknown, the share of labor migration iccounted for by recruitment
agencies wasT2.4percent in1977,82.2 percent in 1980 and 95.6 percent in 1985. The number of legally
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gPerating private recruitment agencies rose from four in 1975 to 550 in 1980 and gMin 1985 (Abella,
1989a:3).

- "Unlike previous migration for employment flows where personal linkages and kinship provided
the necessary information about the opportunities abroad, the recent mfoation flows hive been
organized by commercially-motivated agents. . . . the 'organization' of mfgration by these agents
contributes to making labor supply highly elastic during upswings in demand Ior expatriate labor. This
su8Sests considerable adjusfrnents are imposed by the migration processes of thi labor markets of
sending countries. It also makes for inelasticity during periods of weakening demand because of its
'stockpiling effecfl of labor. Hence, it may have the effect of dampening pr"i'rr.", for contract wage
increases 9"1-"S periods of rising demand for labor while they p.bUuUtlii.centuated the tendency"of
wages to decline during periods of slackening demand,, (Abella, f9g9a:1).

THE IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON DEVELOPMENT
Migration Process is anchored in the place of origrn and its "potential" configuration is preshaped by
the political, socioeconomic and cultural situationi of the sending country. In t"nis sense, it'is the iatternof domestic development that predetermines migration and repiesents iis "remote" cause.

. Throughout the previous section, however, it has been argued that the pool of people at risk of
migrating becomes a group of actual migrants when a specifii combination of various international
forces allows for or even demands this transformation. the dynamics of the world system and the
international pattern of development, therefore, constifute the "proximate" cause of migration in terms
of timing, direction and characteristics of migratory streams. Filipino migration to the Mi-cldle East seems
an unequivocal example of this strucfural aspect of migration. The contention that the international
system is the crucial variable patteming migratory flows finds strong support, for instance, in the body
of international migration laws which, except for the cases of diitatbiship, generally regulate the
freedom of movement by enforcing restrictions not on the right to exit from tie nativl coinhy, but
ratheron the right to enter a foreign nation-state and to obtain its membership.

So far the analysis has focused on the determinants of Filipino migration. The other side of migration
Processes regards its impact on the place of origin. This section focuses on those migration-ielated
factors thatare expected tohave animpact onthePhilippine socioeconomic developmentfThe questions
to be answered are: does the export of labor reduce unemployment, does labor export give ise to an
inflow of worker remittances and returnee savings assigned topromote domestic develofment, and do
migrant workers acquire new skills that, when repatrialed, wili contribute to generate dievelopment?

T HEORET ICAL F RAMEW ORK AND HYP OT HESES

Overseas employment is g_enerally seen as providing an alternative labor market to that already existing
in the sending country. Equilibrium theories assert that international migration is a phenomenoi
associated with early stages of development when the economy is largely bised on traditional modes
of production and the small modern sector is unable to absorbmuctr of ihe surplus rural population.
Later, when the modern industrial sector expands rapidly, increases of job avaiLbility tend to deflate
both the rural and urban surplus and to slow outmigration rates. It is argued that there is a transitional
3!aqe 

during which both the internal and intemational forms of migration are in process (Finkle and
Mclntosh, L982:v).

Equilibrium theorists assume that alt factors of production flow freely and an "invisible hand,,
ensures that all parties will benefit from the outcomes of laissez-faire policies. International migration
is viewed as a mechanism for restoring social and economic equilibrium between more and less
developed regions and nations-_It is thought to reduce the pressur-es in economically stagnating areas
and benefit th".. by drawing off the rural suqplus of population, by lessening the buiden 6f uneilploy-
ment and by stimulating technologrcal progress in agriculture. Alio, it benelits the receiving .orr.rt i"t
bf 3pnt1t1g their labor force mosaic with the missing tesseras and allowing their 

".or,ornl", 
to grow

rapidly without a concomitant rise in wages. In the pure case, wages and sJcioeconomic differentials

-sloyta gradually fdl to the point that eqrrilibrium is restored and migration ceases (Finkle and
Mclntosh, 1982:19). Eqrrilibrium approaches rely on a set of assumptions-that generally do not find
empirical support. As far as it pertains to th: Philippines, it has alreidy been shown in tiris paper that
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Filipino international migration does not originate from the ruraVtraditional sector, but rather from the
educated, skilled and underemployed groups of the modern urban sectorin which the "invisible hand"
did not work out a harmonizing equilibrium.

The second and most important lack of equilibrium perspectives is that they neither explain the
structural factors that generate and pattern specific migratory movements nor allow the prediction of
their directionality and size. In fact, there is no empirical evidence that migration reduces socioeconomic
differentials between sending and receiving countries and, consequently, that overtime migration itself
is a self-restraining force. On the contrary, migration has a built-in tendency to become seli,sustaining,
reinventing itself by finding new forms of expression or, better, by responding to the appeals of new
international demands (e.g., the unexpected dramatic increase of Filipino contract workers temporarily
employed in the Middle East).

It seems that migration contains an ironic dimension similar to that of the "Protestant ethic " analyzed
by Max Weber. Weber argued that the Protestant ethic represented a unique impulse for the origin of
"the spirit of capitalism." But over time capitalism achieved a life by itself and its development led to
the renunciation of those values that fueled its primordial momentum. It is "the tragedy of an idea "
(that is, when the realization of the pursued values leads to their renunciation), Weber would say. In a
similar fashion, the act of migrating originally seems motivated by the desire and need of a socioeco-
nomic development aimed to benefit not only the individual migran! but also his family, his group of
origin and his countqr. The motivation of making a contribution to development is organic to the
migration Process (Piore, 1979:119). Nevertheless, over time migration tends "to feed on itself and to
become progressively independent of the economic conditions that originally caused it. Once an initial
take off stage is reached, the movement of population alters social and economic structures within the
sending communities in ways that increase the likelihood of subsequent migration. This feedback
Process has been called "the circular and cumulative causation of migration" by Gunnar Myrdal
(Massey, 1989:1,6). Migrant network formation (interpersonal ties; bonds of kinship, friendship and
shared community of origin) and the repatriation of migrant earnings-which alters the income
distribution in the native communitlr and, thus, increases the sense of relative deprivation among
nonmigrants-count as important components of the "cumulative causation" of migration.

The "ironic" aspect is that when migrants reach the pursued socioeconomic wealth, they tend to
forget the development efforts of their native communiqr and country.

A more reliable conceptual framework for analyzing and explaining intemational migration in
general, and Filipino emigration in particular, is provided by dependency theories.

Dependency approaches view migration as an outcome and an agent of development of a worldwide
system pivoting on the division of "core" and "periphery" societies, where the peripheral societies
undergo to a form of development which is dependent from and functional to the market and the
sociopolitical institutions of the core societies.

Migration binds the sending and the receiving societies in an unequal exchange of commodities,
capital and labor, and perpetuates a relationship of dependency of weak satellite societies on a strong
core societlr. Instead of leading towatd a world homogenization in terms of socioeconomic opportuni-
ties, the core-periphery dichotomy increases both intra- and interregional inequalities. Since social
changes tend to be cumulative, socioeconomic inequalities incline to be self-feeding and, unless halted
byexogenous forces, theystoke the asymmetricnature of the interregional socioeconomic development.

Being a product of such inequalities, migration has to be regarded not as a spontaneo,rs pr-oblem-
solving strategy, but as a channel of additional inequalities. Filipino emigration, in this clse, may
introduce a new alteration of the social structure. "The introduction of overseas employment demand,
particularly when the magnitudes are significant, undettles and disturbs the local labor market. It may
shift the wage structure for the affected occupations. It may create internal imbalances in production
and productivity due to the flight of certain skills. Itmay affect family solidarity and discipline, savings
and consumption rates, the balance of payments, government resources allocation and even a countlr's
international relations. In other words, overseas employment generates externalities that go beyond
the effects which looking for and getting a job locally normally bring about'' (International Labour
Migration, 1988:5).
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. On line with "dependency'' approaches, the main hypothesis is that Filipino overseas migration is
just_export of skilled labor and drain of human capital that hampers a real iong-term development of
the Philippine socioeconomic structure, on the one hand, and that is functional and advantageous to
the markets of the receiving countrlr, on the other. Since Filipino outmigration is mainly a pitterned
response to the demand for labor from the core economies, the problem concemed with thi reLtionship
between unemployment and emigration rates has to be formulated in qualitative, rather than quanti-
tative terms. That is, what really matters is not to identify what is the proportion of Filipino migrants
w-!o w19 unemployed at the time they left the Philippines, but to ascertain the gap between the types
of jobs Filipino migrants are qualified to perform and the occupational opportunities offered to thlm
by the labor-importing countries.

The underlying rationale is that Filipino development does not depend simply on the employment
status of its population, but rather on the national labor structure and on the potentialities for
dewelopment represented by the population in the labor force. Since unemploymenl rates are deter-
mined by the national structure of production and labor, any attempt to attribute to emigration the
resPonsibility of affecting unemployment rates variation seems hazardous. For example, oveithe period

!?7U1983, growth in the labor export accounted for 5.5 percent of total employment growthln the
Philippines (Stahl, 1985:82). Nevertheless, this ratio by no means allows the conciusion t-hat outrnigra-
tion per se lowers unemployment rates. In fact, as reported earlier, various surveys found that less than
5- percent of Filipino workers in the Middle East were unemployed in the Philippines at the time they
dgparted (Arcinas, 7986:271). Moreover, despite government's infrastructure progrums and expensei
aimgd toincrease employment opportunities, through the years performance nerrer quite matchid the
proiected targets. "In 1982, the Philippine National Economic and Development autnority projected
that in 1985 unemplo5rment would go down to 3.9 percent. The average for that year was 12.5percent''
(ILO, 1988:8). The reasonable conclusion, thus, is that the labor-exporVtotal-employment-growth ratio
is not an indicator of the impact of migration on development, but a symptom of thl pace and structure
of domestic development.

INPOTHESES AND METHODS

The causal direction of the relationships between out-migration and variation of employment rates in
the place of origin are quite controversial. "Dependency'' perspectives suggest that the analytical focus
of the investigation regarding the effects of migration on development has to concentrate on the
consequences exerted by the socioeconomic strtrcture of the labor-importing countries.

The first hypothesis is that Filipino migration does not implement skill formation. The expectation
is that overseas Filipinos do not experience upward occupational mobility; that is, their occupations in
the county of immigration ranked lower than their potentialities (skills, training, education, itc.; at the
time they left the Philippines. Furthermore, their occupational allocation is expected to vary little by
length of residence.

This hypothesis will be tested in a twofold way. By using the PUMS data of the 1980 U.S. Census of
P,opulation, itwillbeverifiedwhether cohorts of Filipino-born immigrants who hadlived longerin the
United States in 1980 held better jobs than cohorts of more recent immigration. The length of iesidence
has a bearing on the experience of immigrants: the longer the period of residence in the ieceiving place,
the greater the opportunity of occupational mobility of immigrants and the homogenization -ittr Ure
local occupational standards.

Beside personal factors, the migrant occupational mobility is determined by migration selectivities
and the type of iob availability in the receiving labor market. The hypothesis is ihat Filipino immigrants
are subjected to a form of ethnic/racial-typed occupational distribution. Given their high educational
and professional backgrounds, Filipinos should be highly concentrated on the top level jobs, and their
occupational level should rank higher as their length of residence in the United States increases. Finally,
since variation in occupational dishibution may be due to selectivity shifts at the time of emigration,
education will be used as an indicator of migration selectivities, and it is expected that the higher the
educational attainments the more numerous the presence of Filipinos in prestigious and high-paying
occupations. If this hypothesis is not supported by the empirical findings, it has to be argued that an
ethnic/racial-9p"d allocation of Filipinos in the U.S. occupational scenario does not exist.
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of Filipino-born.immigranls by time of immigration are selected as units of analysis. The

Filipino-born population living in ttre United States in 1i80 seems a better universe than the total of
Filipinos in the United States because it is comp- osed of first generation migrants and they represent the
population more at risk of returning to the Philippines and, therefore, of f,aving an impact bn Filipino
development.

. th" second aspect of this hypothesis is concerned with the pattern of skill acquisition. The question
is whethe_r Filipino migrants employed abroad acquire vocahonal training and skills tha! on their
return, will act as a developmental catalyst. Since labor migration generally r""*", specific employment
functions in the labor-importing .gyrty, it is expected thlt there"is.r"ry iittl" incentirre for empioyers
to provide workers with opportunities for personal advancement and skill accumulation and, thireiore,
that Filipino migrants undergo a "de-skillin_g" process. This hypothesis will be tested by analyzing the
occupational distribution and trends of Filipino migrants empioyed in the Middle fast. fne anjysis
will rely on data provided by the Philippine Orrerseis Employment Administration (pOEA)

The second hypothesis focuses on the pattern of remitiances and reinvestment of acquired human
and economic capital. The underlying rationale is that Filipino migration exerts a positi've impact on
the.development process in the Philippines proportional to ttre amount of remittances and especially
to the extent they are used for productive inveshnents, income-generating activities and devellpment
projects- This hypothesis-will be verified by examining data codlcted by ihe POEA and findings from
the Institute of Labor and Manpower studies (ILMS) **"y conducted in 19g1.

Source and Quality of Data

Y".l of the following analysis is limited by the startling gaps traditionally affecting migration statistics.
Despite the vast amount of studies, available data are inJormationally aeficient, f.t-arni"r the design of
an adequate model for the-studf 

-o-f $qgtion-development relationships, and do not yield'the
verification of manypotentially testable implications. The arguments made throughout this paper often
refer to the international socioeconomic system, but lack of-reliable and valid dXta, together with the
noncomParability of fi8ures,-fail to provide sufficient information for the generation ofiolistic analyt-
ical models. |t {::ty (1984:368) asierted, "the genesis, current structure"and operation of the goUa
ec-ono-my and political system within which Asian labor migration takes place is generally absen"t. We
miss the forest while looking at the tree.,,

- Notwithstanding, ayaitff data_still provide enough information suitable to test, at least partially,
the hypotheses formulated above. Statistics pertaining to the Filipino-born population in thi United
States derive from specific tabulations prepared by the Bureau of th" C"r,rri in rggs and available in
microfiche format. On thirteen variables iuch aJincome, language usage, citizenship, etc. the data
provide a description.of Vp-"t of occupation of the enumerated'Fiti"pino-6orn by age,sex and years of
immigration. The "universal" co-veragi of the census constitutes thi main feature"of the reta6ility of
these data. When tabulated Uy !1" of entry, data onthefilipino-born population yield a quasi-longi-
tudinal_-desclP-tion of the population. Even th_ough the data-provide a inapshot of the Filipinos liviilg
in the United States on Tuesda, April 1, 1980, the census dlata also indicate how the pic'ture wouli
change when the length of residence in the United States is taken into account.

It must clearly be stated that analyses based on census data are vulnerable to some consistent biases
originatingfrom the nature of the data. "Because the census data are cross-sectional, sfudies based ontr"T --" subjected to two important sets of biases: thosearising from emigration selectivity and those
arising from the confounding of cohort and experience effects. .". . Thu, rihen cross-sectional data are
:t"$jq "qqy 

immigrant behavior, it is impossible to distinguish between the effects of experience in
the United States and the effects associated with the immigianfs vintage; that is, with the conditions
of both.the origin county and the United States at the time Jf enty (inchiding the rules for the selection
of immigrants in effect at the time of admission to permanent resident statui" (Jasso and Rosenzweig,
7987:1226). The census data, in addition, do not take into consideration the effeit of return and cyclicll
migration and of natality and mortality of the immigrant population.

Also, POEA's data contains important limitations. First, pbEA's estimates are calculated on the basis
of oufflow figures only, and do not provide any information on migrants who have returned, died or
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become permanent residents in the host countries. The second limitation is that the basis of all
calculation are the data on annual oufflow of processed contract workers, and this completely neglects
the effects of illegaltransmission of documents among workers who want to migrate and visa o.r.ituyt
(Arcinas,1985:250). Third, remittance figures cover onlyremittances thatwere sent through banks,while
there are strong indicators that overseas contract workers use means other than banks f"or transmitting
foreign exchange (ILO, 1988:105). Fourth, the POEA acts as one big data collection machine to monitoi
and analyze developments in the overseas employment field 1ILO, tlSS:Z). But this machinery is a
governmental institution and, therefore, is faced with underestimating all the illegal and quasilegal
elements involved in migration processes.

Findings

The distribution of Filipinos by type of occupation (Table 7) shows that 28 percent of the overall
populatiorr composed of employed persons in the working age fall into the trvoiop level occupational
classes: "Executive, Adminishative and Managerial" V9%) and ,,professional,, (20.1%). A'sizeable
percentage is employed in the "Administrative Support" (21.7%) and,,Services', (16.2/o) occupations.
Females outnumbermales in the "Professional" (23.8% vs.1S.8%) and,,Administraive Supporfl (Z5.9To
vs.75.7%) categories. Males are more concentrated than females in the "Executive, Adminiitrative and

\fanagerial" (10% vs.6'2%) and"Precision, Production Craft and Rep urs" (11.9/o vs.3.5%)occupations.
These findings suggest that an ethnic/racial pattern of occupation actually does not exist and, wirenever
it exists for other ethnic minorities (as it certainly does), it is not detrimLntal to the Filipinos but even
seems to be to their advantage.

The overall occupational distribution resembles that for the total U.S. employed population, and
even tends to rank higher. For example, Filipinos are more concentrated than the United States total
population in the managerial and professional occupations (%To vs.22.77.).That the ethnic/racial factor

{9es.1ot- hanq_th9 job position of the Filipino immigrants is turther supporred by the fact that the
distribution of Filipinos by indusby is similar to that of the total U.S. population (Figure VI).

In contrast with the total U.S. employed population, Filipinos are moreioncentrated in the "services"
occupations (42.1% vs.28.7%). This difference, however, is due to the oveffepresentation of Filipinos
in the "Professional and Related Services" category in respect to their United3tates counterpart.

Despite the counter-evidence,Iilipino immigrants do undergo a form of occupational se^gregation
enforced by the structure of the United States labor market.

_ Figure VII and Table 7 reveal the effect of length of residence on changes in occupational distribution.
The anticipated general trend is that persons who have a longer period of residenci in the United States
tend to move into occupations more prestigious and more lucrative than the occupations assigned to
Filipinos who immigrated recently. Yet the findings do not support this forecast. The only sigiificant
vlnati-on in the occupational structure of Filipino immigrants is associated with the varying proportion
of professionals over time.

The lengthy residence in the United States of the cohort of Filipinos who came b efore 7960,and the
correlated accumulation of job experience and acquaintance with the host social system, actually did
not help them to move up on the occupational scale. There is evidence, however, that cohorts of more
recent immigration are less represented in the "professional" occupations. The suspicion that this
variatio-n across the years may be due to selectivity effect rather than to the length of residence is
contradicted 9y Ur. monotonic negative association between duration of perman-nce in the United
States and educational attainment (the human-capital variable selected as indicator of selectivity
trends)(Figure VIII). Cohorts of more recent enty by far have achieved more formal education than
their predecessolls. An exhaustive and coherent interpretation of these findings is a quite complex
matter. The unequivocal fact, however, is that migration per se is a function of the core-societier,'rod
of the equilibrium of their structure of labor and production. Clear evidence of this dependency

:tu.tY.: is provided by the allocation criteria goveming the distribution of Filipino contracl workeis
in the Middle East.

Series data on occupational grouping are particularly instructive about the occupational trend of
overseas contract workers processed by the POEA during the 1975-84 decade (Table 8 and Figure IX).
The shocking finding is the drastic decrease of sea-based workers (65.3% of the total in 1975,6ut only
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TABLET
Occupe,rrorll or Euploypo IuurcneNrs 15 yEARs Or_o axo

OVER By Ssx eNp Yeen op IMMTGMfloN, 19g0

Year of Immigration
Total Employed 1959 or earlier 196U{4 l%5-69 7970-74 197'-ao

AII Occupations
Male
Female

Executive,
Administrative
and Managerial

Male
Female

Professional
Male
Female

Technicians and
Related Support

Male
Female

Sales

Male
Female

Administrative
Support (including
clerical)

Male
Female

Services
Male
Female

Farming Foresbry
and Fishing

Male
Female

Precisiory Productiory
Craft and Repairs

Male
Female

Machine Operators
and Assemblers

Male
Female

Transportation and
Material Moving

Male
Female

Handlers, Helpers,
and [aborers

Male
Female

4t5,251,

129,380
155,871

7.9%

10.0

6.2

n.7
15.8

23.8

27.0

15.7

?5.9

16.2

16.3

76.7

2.7
4.5
7.2

7.3

71.9

3.5

8.9

8.4
9.3

4,680
?2,357

72323

17,878

753s
10343

6.9%

8.6

5.6

2n.5

T.6
2l.7

18.7

12.3

?i.4

7?.9

724
74.9

8.5

73.2

5.1

8.0

6.2
9.2

58,270

25,461
32749

9.s%

77.7

7.7

T.3
23.6

30.1

7.4

6.2

8.3

5.2
4.3

5.9

18.9

7L7
23.7

73.2

13.5

13.0

7.9

L8
7.2

6.5

77.6

z5

6.t
5.9
6.3

z7
4.9

1.1

89,874

37,N3
szslr

e.s%
73.7

7.0

at\
77.2

?5.5

7.4

7.2

4.7
4.7

5.2

u,699
?6,621

47,945

s.6%

7.2
4.5

8.4
9.7

18.5

6.6

7.7

5.?

4.2
3.5

4.7

22.3

77.4

26.1

n.l
79.5

2n.7

aa

4.8
1.1

7.4

11.8

4.1

72.3

13.0

tt.9

7.3%

7.8

6.3

14.0

77.4

78.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

5.0

4.8
8.3

6.6

6.4

6.7

5.0
4.2
5.6

5.1

5.2
5.0

5.8

5.7
7.6

1.5

3.4
0.1

z3
3.0

7.9

17.7

71.7

?n.7

?n.6
21.4

19.7

7.4
10.5

7.6

9.8

729
4.2

23.2
77.2

T.4

13.1

72,8
73.7

1.7

24
1.1

6.5

I1.3
3.2

8.2

7.5

8.7

1.8

2.3

7.5

1.3

L9
0.1

7.4

3.0
0.1

7.0

5.7
9.?

3.2
4.9
0.2

4.1

5.2
2,,

L9
4.5
7.6

1.1

26
0.1

2.5

4.0
1.4

1.0

2.2
0.2

3.2
4.7
27

Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Censls ol P_rpulation, 1980: Eoreign Born Population in the llnited, States, philippines.
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. GovemmentPrinting Office, I9g5).
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FIGURE VII
Occupattoruel DlsmtsunoN oF FluprNos rN THE UNrrao SrerEs uy Tir,,lu or Iuutcnenoru,

1980

Source:UnitedStatesBureauoftheCensus,CezszsofPopulation,tsto'c*noti
(Washington, D. C.: U. 5. Govemmentprinting Office, 19g3).

FIGURE VIII
YEans or Scuoor CoLapterso oF FILIpINos rN THE UNTTED Srares ry TtvE oF IMMrcMTroN,

1980
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Source: Ig80unitedStatesBureauofCensus, Censusofpoputatd" 
,PhiliVpin* (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment printing Office, 1985).
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FIGURE IX
Cournacr WoRKERS BY Occupatroru

1975-19U

Occupatlon!l Oroupa

1078 te70 1080 1081

Year of Emigration
1982 tS83 108,1

Occup!ilon!l Group!

N protccr. EZ enort. E uaneg.Excc.N clort. sots!
ffi Servtccr EI Frrmtng @ Laborqt 

= 
Solbslcd

TABLE 8
Pnocesseo OvensaAs CoNTMcr WoRKERS By MAIoR OccupATroNAL GRoups,

t975 L976

1975-19U

1977 1978 L979 1980 1981 7982 1983 7984

Total

Professional, Technical
and Related Workers

Entertainers

Managerial, Executive
and Adminisbative

Clerical

Sales

Services

Farming Foresbry,
and Fishing

Production, Transporta-
tioru
Machine Operators,
and l.aborers

Total Sea-based

6.t% 3.8%

8.1 2.9

0.2 0.3

0.8 1.3

0.0 0.0

8.1 6.5

s.9% 7.0% s.6%

6.9 6.7 s.8

4.6% 4.8%

5.4 4.3

0.7 0.5

1.0 z7

0.2 0.4

72.4 13.8

e.2% 72.1%

3.0 3.3

0.4 0.3

3.3 3.6

0.5 0.5

13.4 78.2

36,035

73.2%

5.3

0.2

0.6

0.1

7.6

0.3

7.2

47,835 70,37s 88,?tL7 737,337 274,590 266,213 374,2M 4y,2A7 4?S,0Bl

0.4 1.0

7.7 2.1

0.1 0.2

9.0 10.3

0.3

2.5

0.2

70.9

0.7 0.40.40.40.5

il.5

0.10.00.20.2

?7.176.7

65.3 59.8 47.9 422 ?2.6 25.7 2n.8 n.4 12i4

33.7 40.5 47.3 52.8 57.4 48.9

127

Source: Intemational Labor Organization,POEA. Mnnual oJ Migration Statbtics: Philippines. (New Delhi: UNDP. ILO/ARTEP,
RAS/85/009, 1988), p. 36.
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72.7% in 1984) and the equally drastic increase of laborers, machine operators and workers employed
in the production and transportation sectors (fuom7.Z% to about 49% in 19g4). In contrast with
government expectation, the proportion of contract workers drawn from the professional,/technical
category through the years declined from 13.2 percent in1975 to an average of 4-7 percent for the
following seven years, and started to rise again in 1983. This decline of oversias Filipinos employed in
top occupations is even more evident when contrasted with the much higher representation in the same
occupational SrouPs of Filipinos working in the United States in 19SO (29% held executive, managerial
and prof essional occupations).

These findings suggest that the hypothesis of a potential developmental benefit derived from the
use of skills acquired by returning workers is an issue with questionable outcomes. Trends of the skill
composition of the more recent oufflows show that overseas employment does not implement a transfer
of skills from the technologically advanced, capital-rich economies to the less developed Philippine
economy.

Filipino migrants generally are skilled workers originating from the very sectors that are most crucial
to development and their going abroad impoverishes the Philippine socioeconomic structure. In
exchange for personal monetary return, they are compelled to accept jobs that depreciate their skills
acquired at the expenses of the native county and, simultaneously, they contribuie to the rise in the
training costs of skilled-labor substitution.

The detrimental impact on the Philippine economy, then, further deteriorates because successful

lgwardly mobile migrant workers tend to become permanent residents of the receiving counby (e.g.,
Filipinos in the United States). "Retum migration tends to be selective. Unlike outrnigration, howevir,
return migration selects predominantly from the less skilled" (Finkle and Mclntosh, 1982:xiii). Filipino
returnees usually are from the temporary contractworker groups and, as ithas been found, they do not
Possess entrepreneurial motivation and most of their savings are channeled into family-oriented needs
(Asian Migrant, \990). Although in the areas of immigration pay levels are higher than in the Philippines,
"saving and asset accumulation does not appear to be sufficient to set workers up as independent
entrepreneurs and at the same time permit maintenance of a higher standard of living" (Smart, Teodosio
and ]imenez ,7986:723). The way returning migrants dispose of incremental incomeiuggests very little
proPensity to risk-taking investments based on career-promotion strategies (Ponsgapich ,1989:177-179).

The disenchantrnent about the positive effects of migration on the sending county involves also the
presumed benefits from the inflow of foreign exchange from overseas employment "Remittances, it is
asserted, do not make up for the investrnent of labor which the poorer countqr has lost. Apart from the
unpredictability of remittances, they seem to be more and more frequently spent on consumer goods,
often as conspicuous consumption, and cannot reasonably be considered an investrnent item. Indeed,
remittances tend to fuel domestic inflation in the country receiving them, again possibly to the degree
that their internal development is prejudiced" (Birks and Sinclair, 1980:3).

The possible negative outcomes are not related to remittances per se, but to the way they are utilized.
In fact, in 1983 Filipino overseas workers remitted USg955 million, making the overseas employment
sector one of the largest contributors to the coun{s foreign exchange earnings (Stahl, 1986287).In the
ly76-8l period, overseas workers sent home foreign exchange remittances estimated at USg2.22 billion
(Minisbry of Labor and Employment, as reported by Go and Prostrado,7986:725), 291 million of U.S.
dollars in1978,365 million in7979,421 million in 198O and798 million in 1981 (Demery, t9B6:42).

The optimism about the positive effect of remittances is supported by their potential magnitude
which depends on wage differentials between the Philippines and the labor-importing countries and
especially from their actual size (Table 9). The controversial issue pertaining to the ietum flows of
remittances and worker savings, however, remains their spending and investment patterns. Available
data do not allow any definitive conclusions. Nevertheless, they suggest that very small amounts are
invested in productive enterprises and in nontraded goods such as land, housing and educati on (Asian
Migrant,1990; Stahl, 1986; Smart, Teodosio and ]imenez,7986; Finkle and Mclntosh, 1982:x). Overseas
worker remittances tend to give rise to inflationary pressures generated by the increased internal
demand. Meanwhile, the Philippine economybecomes more and more dependent on expatriate labor
and, consequently, on the ups and downs of the core economies.
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TABLE 9
OccuparloNal CouperusoN or Avenace MoNTHLy EanrurNcs rnou pHruprrNE woRKERs

Berone aNo Durullc Mloore Easr EupronaENT AND PEnceNrece or Eanrunlcs Reumrro, 19g1
Average Philippine
MonthlyEamings

in Pesos

Average Middle East
Monthly Earnings

in Pesos

Ratio of
Middle East to

Philippine Eamings

Remittance
as a Percent
of Eamings

ProfessionaVTechnical

Administrative/Managerial

Clerical

874

7,399

692

5,921

s,400

4,747

6.78

3.86

6.86

5.?f,

6.00

4.93

il.1
69.2

47.0

58.2

5s.6

58.5

Transportation 836 4,407

Productiory'Construction 780 4,679

Service 629 3,102

Source: Institute of Labor and Manpower Studies surv ey,7981.J.8. Smart, V. A. Teodosio and C. I. Ii;;t,1skill"u,rd
"u:::.:f;lf-Yli,\" ?*:J:o.Tental^Inputin t:-P-hiliilil":_"iLaborExport to theMiddle East! in*ianr-abor Migration.Pipelineto the MidilleEast, edited by F. Amold and N. M. 3iah (Boulder, CO: Westview ,19{J{i),pp.I1}115.

SUMMARYRE&IARKS

In-the attempt to disentangle some components of the complex relationship between development and
migration, this paper has focused on both causes and coirsequences of philippine migration. A first
conclusion contends that the model of the Philippine intemal dievelopment consititutes tie background
texture,of Filipino outnigration. Rapid population growth not accompanied by economic frowth,internal population adjushnents and urbanization processes, the bottleneck effect of a qualified but
frustrated urban middle class, the growth of a pool o1people displaced by the disruptive effects which
follow the introduction of a capitalist mode of production,-the faiiure to carry out a growth-with-equity
development in the agricultural sector coupled with the labor-displacing eifect ofigriculturA mecfri-
nization, and the failure to develop a "modern" structure of production and a marketloriented strategy
are all factors which push high emigration rates. Yet, thise are "pre-conditions,,, rather than the
strongest determinants of Philippine migration.

- It hl been argued that the timing, direction and characteristics of Filipino migratory streams are
detemined by the evolution of development in the migrant-receiving ,o.i.ti"r. ih" pu.", level and
model.of interregional development are the active ug"r.tr of migratiJn. Moreover, since philippine
migration is becoming more and more a demand-induced, ratheithan a supply-induced movemen!
migration selectivities are a function of the socioeconomic structure or tfre re&iving developed coun-
tries, rather than the outcome of social factors.

Xvelmigration consequences have to be understood in terms of international dependencyrelation-
ships. The hypotheses that migration promotes skill acquisition and generates inflows Lf foreign
exchange orientedto stimulate economic developmentin thi countryof oiginwithin thepresentworld
system are fated to remain a myth. Findings suggest that in the case ot-nnitppine migration, skill
acquisition tends to be replaced with "de-skilling' processes, that remittances do not activite long-term
and global development, andthat employmenlabroad actually drains toward economically str:onger
centers the human resources that are the most indispensable toPhilippine socioeconomic growth. 

"
. S-everal important aspects of the impact of migration on develop*".,ihur. been completely neglected
in this Plqer. Migration bears demographic consequences: it may create imbalances in the adult sex
ratios and increase theaverage age of the population as a result of reduced birth rates, increased average
of life expectancy and. emigration of thi ylornger members of the population. Migration has soci-al
consequences: it modifies traditional and cultural value systems, it introduces new colnsumption habits
and it generates social tensions due to the greater ambitions of emigrants after their return.

A more holistic model and much more research have to be pr6duced in order to have a correct
understanding of the implication of Philippine migration and, then, to formulate and enforce correct
policies.
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NOTES

1 Uttl""" otherwise indicated, figures in this section are from the United States Bureau of the Census, Census of population,
1980: Foreign-Bom Population in the United States. Philippines (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment printing office, 19gS).

- 
2. It' this section, figures are from Arcinas'summary (1985) of data from the records of the philippine Minisbry of Labor and

Employment (MOLE) and from various surveys conducted between 1979 and 1983. Most of these data refer to the total number
of overseas contract workers whose majority left the Philippines during the 7g7}-asdecade. However, since the Middle East
has absorbed about 80 percent of all Filipino contract workers, it may be safely assumed that the following data are generally
representative of the Filipinos in the Middle East.
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